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the results obtained for carbon are reported in figure 4 (panel (a)), where
the solid line represents the prediction performed by bianca interfaced to
fluka, the points are the experimental data taken from elsser et al (2010),

and the dashed line is the prediction performed by lem (version lem iv)
integrated into trip98, which was also taken from elsser et al (2010) by

means of webplotdigitizer. the predictions of the two models (bianca and
lem) are rather similar and are both in good agreement with the data. in
particular, the (reduced) chi-square for the bianca simulations was 1.4,
and the discrepancy between bianca and the data was 9%. the results
obtained for carbon are reported in figure 4 (panel (a)), where the solid

line represents the prediction performed by bianca interfaced to fluka, the
points are the experimental data taken from elsser et al (2010), and the

dashed line is the prediction performed by lem (version lem iv) integrated
into trip98, which was also taken from elsser et al (2010) by means of

webplotdigitizer. the predictions of the two models (bianca and lem) are
rather similar and are both in good agreement with the data. in particular,

the (reduced) chi-square for the bianca simulations was 1.4, and the
discrepancy between bianca and the data was 9%. of particular interest is

the irradiation of nuclei of a tissue, where the cells in close proximity to
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the target are more important for the biological effect than others. here,
the simulation of the nuclear reactions induced by protons or c-ions as a

function of depth in a tumour, a cell culture or a tissue phantom is of
great interest. the depth distribution of these reactions is taken into

account by modeling the variation of the stopping power and the resulting
energy loss of the ions. the effects of this variation on the survival of cells
are accounted for in bianca, with the results obtained for protons and c-
ions being shown in figure 3. only relevant depth ranges are shown here,
as a typical tumour treatment can be expected to involve a large number
of cells within a very limited depth range. from these results, it becomes

clear that the influence of the variation of the stopping power on the
survival of cells can be neglected for a depth of
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in this work, the bianca model was applied to simulate the survival of cells
irradiated with protons and carbon ions delivered to a tumour located in

the distal part of the human torso. bianca has been applied to predict cell
survival in experimental situations previously described in publications,
such as those of et al ( 2018 ) and et al ( 2018 ), but it is the first time
that the model is applied to simulate the survival of cells in a typical

patient treatment scenario. for that purpose, the model input parameters
have been derived from the bianca database describing the cell survival
of v79 cells as a function of ion type and energy, and then bianca was

applied to predict cell survival in two opposing fields of range-equivalent
protons or c-ions, assuming that the dose absorbed by the tumour is

uniform within the distal part of the body (i.e. in the region where the ions
are spread). the dose absorbed was calculated using the pencil-beam

approximation; the dose was normalized at the centre of the region with
the highest dose. the bianca simulations were carried out at the hit clinic

of the german cancer research center in heidelberg, and the results
obtained for the c-ion and proton beams are compared with the

experimental data of carante et al ( 2018 ), which were obtained by
exposing human diploid fibroblast cells (hdf) to accelerated carbon ions

and protons delivered in the distal part of the body to a tumour located in
the distal part of the body. her father and mother were so excited about

this opportunity that they told everyone about the mission call. when
bianka and her boyfriend told their family, her father then told the whole

congregation at sunday service, with an audible gasp of relief, because he
knew the congregation would support the young missionaries. on may 18,
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2012, bianka and her boyfriend were given the privilege of baptism. when
the missionaries left the house, bianka and her father cried and hugged.

bianka couldnt believe that god had answered her prayers so fast.
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